NEW!!
RACING GAME

Available either as an UPGRADE KIT
or a DEDICATED TWIN CABINET!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT PRIMETIME AMUSEMENTS: 1.800.550.0900
VISIT US AT: HTTP://PRIMETIMEAMUSEMENTS.COM
Rev it up as the best gets even better!!
Drive the hottest cars on a gruelling mountain track.

The Initial D series continues with the 3rd and latest evolution of this modern day classic driving game.

New Cars
New Rivals
New Courses
New Weather Conditions

Two additional hill courses have been added. Snow conditions added to Akina.
Four additional cars - Lancer Evolution 5, Lancer Evolution 6TME from Mitsubishi and Skyline 25GT-T from Nissan and RX-8 from Mazda.
New background music.

Available either as an UPGRADE KIT or a DEDICATED TWIN CABINET!

HOW TO PLAY:
The main mode is "Legend of Speed" with 8 different courses and multiple weather conditions giving players a total of 64 types of variation.
Players choose their favourite character to drive with and compete against each other or the CPU to find the fastest driver.
Players can store their race points on the Initial D memory card and can use these points to tune up their cars.

SEGA